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This paper purports to make new theories, methods
and trends available to foreign-language teachers, helping
them solve some problems in teaching and giving ideas about
teaching materials and practices in a few specific areas.
This annotated bibliography Includes articles about forelgn-
Icmguage teaching and learning published during the period of
Jtoiiaiy; 1950 through December 1978 as found in The French
Review. Modern Language Journal. Modem Languages. Teaching
Language Through Literature. French Language Annals. Canadian
Modern Language Review. Franyais dans le monde. Language
Learning. Langue fran^alse. English Language Teaching.
Only editions in English and French have been included.
The annotations focus on the improving of language skills;
methods for teaching civilization and literary courses have
been omitted. The bibliography is classified into six
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categories: pedagogical methods, audio-visual aids,
the language laboratory, pronunciation, and conversation.
The research reveals that most of the articles written about
foreign-language teaching arid learning between 1950 and 1978
focus on pedagogical theories.
The work includes an' appendix showing the. articles
arranged with chronological listing by decade so that
readers may be able to see at a glance the concerns of
language professors over a ten-year span. This format
should facilitate the msdElng of comparisons and contrasts
on emphases maintained in the foreign-language teaching
community during the eighteen years Included in the study.
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With the increasing awareness of the importance of
methodology in teaching foreign languages, teachers want
more and more information on it* This annotated hihliography
of articles on methods of teaching foreign languages purports
to make new theories, methods and trends arallahle to them,
thereby helping to solre some problems in teaching and giving
ideas about teaching materials and practices in a few specific
areas. This collection includes articles about foreign-
language teaching asid learning published during the period
of January 1950 through December 1978. The reason for choosing
1950 as the starting date is determined by the upsurge of
interest in language teaching, particularly in the D.S.A.,
caused by the need for linguists during World War II. All
the articles included in this bibliography have appeared in
several popular periodicalss The French Review. Modern
Language Journal. Modern Languages. Teaching Language Through
Literature. French Language Annals. Canadian Modern Language
Review. Fran^als dans le monde. Language learning. Langue
fran^aise. English Language Teaching. Only editions in
English and French are included, though much valuable material
could be found in other languages* With the exception of a
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very few In which English and Spanish are taught as a second
language, all the articles are concerned uniquely with French
as a foreign (second) language. The annotations include, as
far as possible, the contents from elementary, secondary
(intermediate), and college foreign-language teaching methods.
However, all the materials are concentrated only on the Im¬
proving of language skills; teaching civilization and other
literary courses have been omitted since they are not to be
of direct relevance to the teaching of linguistics and
grammar.
The bibliography of 91 numbered Items Is classified
into 6 categories primarily according to the title of arti¬
cles: pedagogical theories, which contains 52 Items; audio¬
visual aids, 11 Items; language laboratory, 10 items;
teaching grammar, 9 Items; pronunciation, 5 items; conver¬
sation, 4 Items. By far the longest category is the first
one,titled pedagogical tmetlibd$, which contains several sub¬
divisions: experiments and surveys,19 Items; theories, 16
items; suggestions, 12 items; reading, 4 items; and evalu¬
ation, 1 Item;. The entries are given alphabetically
according to the last name of the author* These 91 Items
are also arranged chronoi^oglcally In an appendix at the end
of the bibliography with page references for the body of this
document.
The first category, that of pedagogical theories. Is
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devoted to materials prepared for foreign-lamguage teaching
methods. The subdivisions are to help the reader more easily
find the aspect he wants to know.
The second category* that of audio-visual aids* contains
the methods of using commercial tapes* film projectors* tele¬
vision sets* plays* and songs; intensive discussions about
audio-visual language teaching are also included.
The third category* that of grammar teaching* contains
some specific French grammar problems that confuse students
quite often: present indicative* French syntax* past tenses*
subjunctive* verbs. These articles me^ provide the teacher
with some ideas for improved instruction.
The fourth category* that of the language laboratory*
contains primarily the setting of equipment in the language
laboratory* and the laboratory teaching technique.
The other relatively short categories cover special
topics whose nature is implied in their names—pronunciation*
conversation.
The presentation of the above mentioned annotated
bibliography reveals that the classic audio-lingual approach
since the post-WorId-War-II period still exercises continuing
emphasis on foreign-language teaching* along with the tape
recorder and the film strip in the laboratory. Although
from I960 some new approaches* such as individualized
instruction* cognitive theory* or programmed instruction*
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hare been designed and researched, they still remain in the
theoretical stage* Up to now educators have not affirmed
their efficiency or satisfaction with them. From the pro¬
portion of the category of theories to others in this bibli¬
ography, apparently most educators and researchers put their
emphasis on theoretical or utopian methodology. Further
steps toward practical pedagogy and techniques for foreign-


















Baler, Jane, and Rules, Virginia T. "Adapting Aerodrame
for Teaching Oral/Aural Skills: the Experience at
Wellesley College,” The French Review, LII, No, 1
(October 1978), 29-33.
Although most foreign-language programs seek to keep
an equal balance among listening, speaking, j^sadlng, and
writing skills, the students' favoring reading always
tips the balance. In the French department at Wellesley
College, the authors choose the first semester of the
second-year course to strengthen oral/aural skills.
The purpose of this article Is to describe how they
organize the semester's work. They choose to orient the
course around Aerodrame, which Is a serialized suspense
story In twenty-five episodes produced by E,M,C, Corpo¬
ration, The tapes are accompanied by a text containing
a complete tapescrlpt, an Illustration, a questionnaire,
and a vocabulary section. But they eliminate the tape-
script to force students' developing listening •‘compre¬
hension skill.
With three meetings a week, two seventy-minute classes
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are devoted to Aerodrame, the third free for systematic
grammar presentations. Besides, they provide the students
with extensive support materials: vocabulary lists, pre¬
paratory tapes, and question sheets. In the classroom,
speaking is the principal activity. The students should
also memorize a series of dialogues ranging from scenes
paralleling Aerodrame to wholly new situations that use
some of the Aerodrame vocabulary.
2. Bate, Michele. "Techniques d'enseignement du fran^ais oral,"
Pran(^als dans le monde. CVII (1974), 36-42.
At Reading University, the four-year BA course is
mainly based on French. Traditional-type conversations,
the presentation of summaries, and commentaries on written
texts have been rejected. The course is based on the
stimulation of creativity and spontaneity of expression,
arising out of language-laboratory sessions, and leading
to expansion of vocabulary and control of more complex
and analytical oral registers.
The exercises, each occupying one week only, are
grouped as: 1) comprehension, from spoken stimuli, ranging
from songs to the analysis and discussion of taped inter¬
views, and so on to the construction of a news broadcast;
2) spontaneous oral expressions, from the beginner's
self-introduction to the class, via various forms of
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dramatic sketch, to rerhalized reactions to taped noises,
Isolated or in sequence and the verbalization of tactile
sensations; and 3) analytical expression, stimulated by
wordless cartoons or comic strips, optical or perspective
illusions, caricatures, paintings and advertisements.
Xhe course succeeds in expanding the students' active
vocabulary, involving all members of the class, introducing
a typically French envi|*onnent,* ^id integrating the oral
work into the total studies of the departoient.
3. Beatie, Nicholas. "Time and the Teacher: Aspects of the Plan¬
ning and Teaching of Short Examined Foreign-Iianguage
Courses in School," Modern Languages, LVII, No. 4 (1976),
186-193.
What is the most effective way of teaching a foreign
language in a school when the time available is much less
than the norm? The author takes a two-year course to
"©"-level in a second- or third-foreign language as an
example of the sort of problems which have to be faced.
Motivation is the core of the problem; objectives should
be clearly defined and pupils informed of progress.
Short and often testing is indispensable. The author
presents suggestions for some aspects of teaching under
the headings: oral work, lexis, reading, writing, com¬
position, grammar, revision, homework, the culture of
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the foreign country, and Bixth-forn work. However,
those are sometimes fatiguing and restrictive; the
teacher needs ways of supplementing. They are language




4. Bland, Mertou, and Keislar, Evan R. "A Self-Controlled Audio-
lingual Program for Children," The French Review. XL,
No. 2 (November 1966), 266-276.
This is the project to explore new programing methods
in French-language instruction with children in the elemen
tary school. The approach here presented is aimed not
only at teaching the child to spe€dc and understand French,
but at developing a self-instructional, skill as well.
The objectives of the program are to develop in children
an ability to describe each of a class of pictures orally
in French using a complete sentence. The program is
individually tried out and revised with kindergarteners
and elementary-school students. For the purpose of
testing and instructing, a Bell & Howell Language Master
with 25 cards is used. The content, instructional pro¬
cedure and criterion tests are presented in detail by
the authors. The results show that programmed instruc¬
tional materials can be used by elementary school children
This is a good article as a reference for elementary-level
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foreign-language teachers.
5. Carter, Thonas P., emd Ginsberg, Rayjon £. "An Experiaent
Using Prograamed Self-Instruction and Performance Objectives
in Pirst-Tear University French," Foreign Xsinguage Annals.
IX, No. 5 (1976), 218-227.
Instead of a teacher-controlled mode of instruction,
the authors prepared an experimental program in first-
year university French at Dalhousie University in
September 197^. A self-instructional programmed text
was used, and performance objectives were set for each
unit of work. Students were responsible for their own
learning, proceeded at their own rate, and were allowed
repeated attempts to meet the minimal requirement of 75 per
cent mastery. The role of the instructors was to offer
individual help wh:ere needed, to. evaluate each student's
progress, and to be available for informal conversation
in French. Regular communicative activities were required
of all students. Comparisons with control groups at the
end of the year indicated a significantly higher level of
performance for the experimental students but considerably
less material covered. Student's attitudes toward the
experimental conditions were judged to be encouragingly
positive.
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6* Dryer, Marian. '*&rade School french Students Reach High School,"
The French Review. XXIX (December 1955), 157-161.
This article shows the difference In high school
between students who have no prerlous experience of
learning French and those who hare learned French orally
since In grade school.
Since 1949 the Brighton Number One School, where the
author teaches, offers French beginning In the fifth
grade. The students learn It orally. The text Is not
used before the serenth grade.
The school compares two groups of students for the
year 1953-1954: French 1 group and French 9 group. The
former are the students who hare no preTlous Instruction
In French, the latter have studied French by the aural-
oral method since the fifth grade. The same teacher
teaches both groups and reaches the conclusions: The
French 9 students are more actlTe than French I's and
speak In French with greater ease. Howeyer, €ifter the
teacher gradually builds confidence among French 1 students,
they begin to forget their fear and make progress.
The author glyes a detailed description of the teaching
method for these two groups. He uses the "pop-up" system
to encourage students to speak French, thereby achleying
a satisfactory effort. The author stresses that oral
practice should be part of eyery lesson from the yery
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beginning so that a student's oral skill will equal his
written progress. Moreover, more students will want to
continue studying a language. If possible, the teacher
gives a double mark on the report card, which represents
oral work and written work. It is worthwhile to have a
small oral quiz after the first two weeks of each month.
At the end of the year, the French 9 students have slightly
better grades than the French 1 students on the written
test.
7. Estarellas, Juan, and Timothy F. Regan. "Effects of Teaching
Sounds and Letters Simultaneously at the Tery Beginning
of a Basic Foreign language Course," language Learning.
XVI, No. 3-A (1966), 173-182.
The major objection to teaching all skills from the
beginning is that the orthography creates native-language
phonetic associations which will interfere with each
other. However, that depends on the language and on the
teaching process, linguistic and psychological evidence
suggests that it is better to start on the phonemic and
graphemlc rather than the morphological and syntactical
levels.
A'pro ject is presented to find out whether the teaching
simultaneously of sounds and letters helps or hinders the
student's progress^ and whether the sounds and letters
8
can be learned by self-instructional procedures,
(The clads consists of 40 students beginning Spanish.
The control group begins; with tapes and classroom presen¬
tation of audio-lingual materials, conventional classroom
procedure and laboratory sessions, but no written text.
The experimental group is given written programmed
materials co-ordinated with audio tape-recordings. The
experimental group does a little better than the control
group in an achievement test given after three weeks.
The experimental group then embarks on the audio-lingual
materials, and soon overtakes the control group in learning
dialogues by heart. Experimental group performance is
also better than in listening comprehension.
The simultaneous presentation of sounds and letters
accelerated the students' progress in the meaningful
learning of long and short utterances. The "redundancy”
provided by the materials overcome interference of
native-language habits. All four skills can be taught
successfully at the same time.
8. Everett, Aaron B. "Individualized Instruction for Intermediate
French," The French Review, XLY, No. 5 (April 1972),
988-998.
The author gives a brief summary of the basic premise
of the experiment aimed at individualized Instruction for
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the Intermediate level of college Prench Initiated two
years ago at G^ustavus Adolphus College, a discussion
that each skill area fared, and a contrast between the
two years of the experiment.
This intermediate Prench course is SAt up for two
semesters. !Qie teacher offers several areasi The
Heading Area provides current Prench magazines and a
variety of books, accompanied with special laboratory
tapes. In the Grammar Area students can choose from
among four means for learning grammar—a grammar book,
tapes, films, and a teacher, accompanied with testing
done on a bi-weekly basis. In order to develop aural-
comprehension ability they use taped materials in com¬
bination with slides. As for the conversation stimuli,
they try topics based on the reading lesson. Meanwhile,
the students are encouraged but not required to submit
original writing in Prench. The Music Hoorn Area appeals
to students most. The influence is also apparent. The
students are totally free to attend any of the classes
and turn in the required assignments, le spectacle is
the multi-purpose Monday meeting, included a couple of
Prench rock concerts, multi-media poems, the presentation
of the operas, etc. They also Introduce a broad basis
for Evaluation. A variety of tests are administered,
plus the student's independent work. These grades.
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teacher evaluation, and student self-evaluation are
arrived at during evaluation sessions.
On the statistical basis, they prove that more
students excelled In this class than under the traditional
system.
9. Gardner, R. C. "Attitude and Motivation In Second-Language
Learnings Course Related Changes," Canadian Modern
Language Review. XXXII, No. 3 (1976), 243-266.
In this article, the author presents the experiment
to find out the extent to which a new experimental Prench
course would have any consistent effect on student's
attitude and motivation. Instead of a traditional
classroom, a self-Instructional program Is adopted. Xhe
students can use the laboratory whenever they see fit.
Tests are diagnostic, and opportunities for free expression
are given. The control group uses the same text and
materials but meets regularly In the traditional way.
Differences between these two groups are found on measures
Including attitudes to languages, Prench Canadians and
the value of learning Prench, and Interest In Innovative
techniques. The results show that post-test scores are
sometimes less favorable than pre-test scores. The
experimental program has most positive effects on the
variables concerning attitudes toward learning Prench,
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intention to withdraw from the program, and attitudes
toward the teacher* Comparisons of those staying and
those who withdraw are made as well*
10* Gardner, R* C*; Smythe, P* C*; Clement, R*; and Crliksman, L*
"Second-Language learningt a Social Psychological
Perspective," Canadian Modern Language Review. XIZII,
No* 3 (1976), 198-213.
This report presents some results from a three-year
study of students at five-grade level learning French as
a second language* This interim report discusses some
of the roles of attitudes in second-language acquisition
which has particular Implications for second-language
teachers, though they are suggested hy a social psychologi¬
cal interpretation of the processes involved* The paper
is organized hy four central themes*
1) Second-Language Achievement* Attitude and moti¬
vation factors are associated with achievement.
2) Language Drop-Outs, (the two basic remedies are
on the one hand that enrollments might be stabilized or
increased by reinstating formal language requirements;
on the other hand that attempts be made to modify the
motivation of students and their attitudes towards language
atudy ).
3) Classroom Behavior* Several studies are reviewed
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4) Inter-Ethnic Contact and Attitude Change
The final section examines some extracurricular
programs designed to Improve the attitudes and motivation
of students.
11. Grew, James H. "Another Experiment," The French Review. XXX
(October 1956), 41-47.
At Phillips Academy, the author and his colleagues
make a plan to teach Prench to the PIES. They pick a
class of beginners with a selected object, and spend an
entire year teaching them without textbooks or homework.
This three-year college preparatory Prench course Is
five weekly periods, the first two years, four the third,
with an hour's outside preparation for each. The author
first gives the description of their normal pattern In
the Phillips Academy. And then he presents their
processes of au±al-oral experimentation. The twelve
students selected are all volunteers. In the beginning,
the teachers use the Berlitz method. Then they teach
the words and constructions of the Robin & Bergeaud text.
Songs, photographed Images of lessons, films, and tapes
are used. Since the Academy has no laboratory, the
teachers have to record from time to time what the class
Is saying and play back the results to the students.
Meanwhile the author discusses their principal
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mistake: trying to concentrate upon certain grammatical
concepts until mastery. The major dissatisfaction about
the students' performance Is their pronunciation and
mental translation from English when telling a story.
The Columbia Research Bureau Axiral Comprehension Test
and Form A of the ETS French Listening Test are glren as
objectlTe ewldence.
12. Lindstrom, Thais S. "The 'Alter Ego' Approach to Oral French,"
The French Reylew. XXIX (October 1955), 38-41.
The objective of an advanced FL conversation course
is to develop the students' spoken ability, but there
are two difficulties which exist In the class: l) imequal
language experience, 2) self-consciousness.
The author found a typical example of this "dual
block" situation In a summer session in 1954 at Western
Reserve University, where he, with the techniques of the
stage, worked through the construction of a series of
"alter ego" situations.
Every student had to create a new personality depicting
various occupations during this six-week course. From
the first class of Introducing themselves, the students
were Instructed systematically through the materials
related to each of their new occupations and the possible
situation they would encounter. Besides the oral exercise.
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the students turned in a written paragraph showing their
ability to use the new terminology. A basic list of
▼ocabulary was practiced everyday and quizzes were also
employed. After all, the success of this method depends
mainly on the extent of students' curiosity and appreciation
for the life and culture of the nation whose language Is
under study,
13. Matl, Gertrude, "An Intensive French Experiences Some
Observations and Results," She French Review. XLV, Ho. 6
(May 1972), 1145-1151.
The author presents the experiment which began three
years ago at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsvllle.
This program tries to accomplish the equivalent of two
years of college French In one. It proves that without
the use of a language house the students can still gain
results as marvelous as those who study a language In the
country where It Is spoken.
The classes are scheduled Monday through Friday, two
hours dally, and one hour of Individual laboratory work
Is required dally as well. Besides, the tutorial session
Is given—groups of eight or ten students spend an hour a
day with a young French native. The only shortcoming Is that
there Is no way to provide frequent visual stimuli except
some French periodicals. Oral-aural skills are stressed
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first In this program. Written I'rench of the compositions
begins after ten weeks of study of the language.
During the Intermediate portion of the course, besides
the weekly composition, the students read as much as
possible of various literatures and articles. Some
lectures, films, and visiting speakers In French are
Involved.
In the later portion of the course, students should
read much material Independently and write at least one
longer paper based on such reading.
14. Mayer, £dgar H., and Obrecht, Dean H. "The Application of
linguistics to Language Teaching," The french Review.
XXIX (October 1955), 32-37.
In the spring of 1954 the Department of Languages at
Lafayette College rearranged the first-year language
program to a seml-lntenslve five-hour conversational
course. According to some guiding principles, they ghve
a statement of their classroom Interpretation of pronun¬
ciation principles, which could lead the students to
master the language as a native speaker. Accompanied
by drill principles, the phonological training continued
till the students attained the first full utterance.
The textbook the authors used was Denoeu and Hall's
Spoken and Written french. They arranged the various
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parts of a lesson* taught In one week* in this way: the
first two days the students were taught to master the
basic words and expressions. The memorization drills
were parallel to those of the phonology drill. However*
both were given without explanation. The third and fourth
days were spent on structural analysis and oral pattern
drills. The fifth day the students had memorized the
dialogue.
Meanwhile* the students attended the language laboratory.
Review should be constant* but free conversation was pro¬
hibited until the end of the elementary course*
Although this method is devised for the college
students* it should be equally applicable to secondary
school language courses with some modifications^
15* Moore* J. Michael. "Capsule Courses." The French Review. XXXIII
(April I960)* 496-500.
The Board of Education authorized a series of experi¬
mental "Capsule Courses"* defined as a combination of a
two-semester college course offered in one summer section
by meeting four hours daily for five days a week over a
period of six weeks* in Beginning French and Beginning
Spanish last summer.
The experiment is based on the author's teaching
experience at the Army Language School* Presidio of
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Monterrey, whose goal Is speaking fluency and easy com¬
prehension of the language. The textbook is Harris &
leveque's Basic Oonversational French in conjunction with
Basic French Reader by the same authors. Besides, the
author selects the pathescope-Berlitz French Language
Series, a combination of filmstrips and spoken dialogs
are played simultaneously to Intensify the work; maps,
Glides, French records are also employed. The author
Injects that the Pathescope-Berlitz Series, presenting
the real life situations, and combining the skills of
hearing and seeing at the s^e time, is most helpful for
the students. The function of filmstrip-record combination
is to break up monotony after three hours of intensiTS work.
After presenting the course outline, the author con¬
cludes that "capsule courses" axe basically sound, but
the counsellors and the teaching staff should be carefully
considered.
16. Politzer, Robert L. "The Effective Use of the Structure Drill,"
The French Review. XXXFIII, No. 5 (April 1965), 674-680.
In this article, the author presents the Instruction
steps of two different individuals teaching the identical
lesson of the same course to improve pattern drills to
reinforce the learning of the construction. For each of
them he concludes that generally the class conducted by
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Instructor A Is not inferior, but some students answer
with a certain amount of hesitation. In instructor B's
class, the atmosphere seems more relaxed than in A's,
and the students produce the same structure almost
without hesitation. Also he makes comparisons in their
procedures which can be Tery good references for all
foreign-language teachers.
17. Tiefenbrun, Susan Wanda. "The Use of Planned Dramatic Scenes
with the Audio-Lingual Method," The French Review. XLV,
No. 4 (March 1972), 855-859.
In order to stir the students' interests in being
involved in a creative linguistic experience, the author
has been experimenting with a technique of planned dramatic
scenes, in conjunction with a rigorous application of the
audio-lingual method to the teaching of elementary French,
at Brooklyn College of the City University of New York for
the past four years.
In this article, the author presents his process.
The class is divided into small, heterogeneous groups
of four or five students. The teacher explains his criteria
for evaluation first. He may suggest in English sometimes
in order to help the students organize their materials
and understand exactly what is expected of them. Prior
to the performance, the students are asked to listen to
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the other groups In order to help in the evaluation.
During the performance, only the foreign language is
used, fhe teacher corrects the errors immediately,
insisting on the restatement. He evaluates the "student
actors" individually, indicating strengths and weaknesses
after each group-performance.
This technique can he used as a general review, an
oral examination, and a variation on tedious pattern
drills.
18. Valette, Rebecca M. "The Use of the Dictee in the French
language Classroom," Modern Language Journal. XLVIII,
No. 7 (1964), 431-434.
The dictee in language classes taught in the U* S.
helps the student test his knowledge of orthography
and his understanding of grammatical agreements. More¬
over, for the non-native speaker, the dictee introduces
discrimination of sounds and comprehension.
The aim of the experiment in this article is to find
out 1) what the requisite conditions are under which
the dictee may be employed as a valid form of general
examination, and 2) what areas of language proficiency
are most benefited by regular daily practice in dictation.
The results show when the dlct/e is to comprise the
unique test to determine the student's overall knowledge
20
of French, this can he done only in classes where little
classroom time Is devoted to dictation. Frequent dlctees
stimulate student awareness of the written language, hut
are not concerned with their knowledge of grammatical
constructions.
19. Yalden, Janice. "Information Resources in Second-Language
Teaching and Learning: A Ouide for Teachers, Researchers
and Educatdrs."Canadian Modern Language Review. XXXII,
No. 3 (1976), 316-348.
The aim of this survey is to guide the teacher to
find the information of second-language teaching and
learning. Sources in Canada are given greatest prominence,
hut information resources are also listed in the U. S.,
the United Kingdom, France, Belgium and elsewhere in
Europe, as well as international organizations and
projjects. Printed materials listed include encyclopaedias,
compendia, handbooks, and conference proceedings, as well
as hihliographies, reading lists and materials lists.
Centers of research, documentation and dissemination of
information are described, and various government agencies
and professional organizations arr also mentioned. There
is a selected list of journals and. a.directory of all
organizations, institutions and associations mentioned.
•
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20. Beer, Jeanette* "Explication de Texte: A Symposium on Tarlous
Approaches," Teaching Language Through Literature. HI
No. 2 (April 1973), 1-5.
This is record of the third MLA seminar on explication
de texte. Maxine &. Cutler shows the use of explication
de texte in the study of language and its possibilities
as a teaching method. Jecmne Tarney Pleasants makes
reference to the use of it for lower and intermediate
lerels. She prefers the teacher to concentrate only
on the text itself without extraneous details. Referring
to author's dates and biography is useful. In the
selection of easy passages, the teacher should only
choose an authentic literary text, including poetry.
Two poets, Prerert and Besnos, are particularly recommended.
More than one technique for explication de texte is used
by Professor Benamou: l) the semantic stage, 2} the
mimetic stage, and 3) the esthetic stage. As for the
time spent on each phase, it dfpends on the lerel of the
student.
When the explication de texte is used on material
in a language which is not the native language of the
students, the teacher requires him to be aware of "I'Icart"
between the literary text and the spoken language. The
poet's stirprising combinations of vocabulary should be
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emphasized as they rereal the unexpected element in
stylistic cliches. Cultural connotations should also
he understood by the students as a preliminary to the
explication de texte. Professor Benamou applies a pedagogy
of connotations to "mot". Jean Sareil, howeyer, shows
that an essential purpose of the explication de texte
Is the dlscoyery of the author's Intentions.
21. Bruno, Josephine R., and Slmches, Seymour 0. "A Psycholln-
guistic Rationale for PIES," The French Review. XXX\r
(May 1962), 583-586.
Since a good foreign languages In the elementary
school (FLES) program must have both a linguistic and
a psychological rationale, the authors discuss the
application of linguistics and the psychology of learning
to the teaching of FLES.
The main point of learning a second language Is to
get rid of the Interference of the native language.
Therefore, Intensive drilling Is needed. Besides, since
language is acquired through habit, repetition Is necessary.
Moreover, the authors suggest that through drill, memori¬
zation, and repetition, dialogue Is the sound method
for teaching FLES.
23
22. Duncan, Maude Helen. "Dictation In the Modern Language Class,"
The French Review. XXIII (March 1950), 393-396.
Since dictation Is an effective method of teaching
and evaluating attainment, and the best way of establishing
permanently correct language patterns for the students,
this article Is Intended to suggest certain practical
uses of the dictation exercise, but primarily to present
the technique of giving a dictation.
First of all, the dictation should be aimed at specific
goals. Understanding, foresight, and time have to be
considered in the choice of materials. Dictation may
constitute the first grammatical written work, however,
the teacher has to keep it in mind that oral work should
always precede written work.
The teacher has to explain to the students the entire
procedure of dictation work at the beginning of the class
period. The dictation exercise can be used as an approach
for reviewing grammar in meaningful questions, and the
passage should usually be read three times. The teacher
also can give dictation in various ways: letting students
listen to a'phonograph record or drawing a map of the
foreign country on the board.
23. Freilich, Joan S.. "What the ... is Going On in High Schools?"
The French Review, XLIX, No. 1 (October 1975), 5-10.
24
The continuing decline In Interest In Prench shown
In college enrollment reflects in part a deterioration
in the quality of Prench teaching in high schools. This
article serves to help college teachers understand the
reason and compensate for the weaknesses of their new
students and huild on their strengths.
Today's high school students resist the traditional
scholastic norm of discipline-centered approach. Pour
current academic trends of a student-centered approach
are presented: enabling students to learn by doing,
encouraging them to express their own thoughts and
feelings, offering them coiurses that deal with their
current social concern, and providing them with variety
in all aspects of their schoolwork.
In foreign languages, the development of the audio-
lingual method leads to increased student participation.
However, over the past five years, the teachers have
Increasingly abandoned a strict audio-lingual method
amd have adopted an eclectic approach—a. personal blend
of the audio-lingual and the cognitive. Meanwhile, the
Individualised programs are developed. The stress is
'
\
placed on individual self-expression and creativity.
Another trend is the organization of huinerous courses
around the social concerns of young people. In language
classes, this stress can make students complete four
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years of high school French without learning about
French history or geography.
Another trend In languages, "mini-course" time
slots are now scheduled at many schools. Great variety
Is found In the methods suid materials used In any one
language class. Textbook learning Is supplemented by
different types of visuals, records, tapes, magazines
and games. Hlgh-school teachers are devoted to deepening
the student's enthusiasm for language study, even by
means of teaching him only the rudiments of the language
Itself. This creates a greater gap between hlgh-school
and college classes.
Therefore, the college language teacher should
understand these differences and determine the teaching
method best suited for helping students make the tran¬
sition to the modes of learning that can lead them to
full mastery of the language,
24. Glonet, Arthur J. "Current Foreign language Methods,"
The French Review. XIVIII, No, 1 (October 1974)» 17-24.
Since learning a foreign; Icmguage, .especially for
an adult Is difficult and complicated, professors are
always ready to accept new methods of teaching a foreign
language. Up to nowadays, there have been four basic
ways to teach foreign languages: the traditional method.
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direct application^ audio*lingual, and Individualized
Instruction. The last one has recently been the popular
method.
The good and the bad results of these four methods
are discussed. For the traditional method, the primary
emphasis Is on the student's ability to read. The order
of learning Is reading, understanding, speaking, writing.
However, most language teachers today still put stress
on understanding and speaking above reaullng and writing.
For the direct method, only the target language can
be used In the class* Imitation of the Instructor Is
the way to learn. Their disadvantages are that time or
the lack of time, the sense of frustration of the adoles*
cent to be treated like a child and asked simplistic
questions. Only young children are appropriate to adapt
to this method.
The audlo-llngual method was popularized by foreign*
language army schools at the end of World War II. However
most teachers are lll*prepared, their texts are not arranged
practically. Therefore, NDEA Indoctrinated the high school
teachers In the techniques of the new method. Oral
commimlcation Is the emphasis. The good result of this
method Is that the student will attain a certain degree
of oral proficiency after two years of study. However,
the attrition rate Is too high.
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As for the Indlrldualized method. It Is based on two
principles: 1) each student's rate of learning varies;
2) language Is to be learned In a systematic way. The
beginners are taught In a traditional way and then
gradually begin to work In small groups of their choosing
in all four skill areas, emphasizing listening and
speaking. The disadvantages of Individualized training
are three-fold: 1) lack of responsibility to manage the
high degree of freedom and of ability to use time effec¬
tively without the continuous pressure of grades or daily
assignments, 2) record-keeping, 3) the loss of opportunity
for the poor student to learn from the more talented.
The pedagogical advantage of It is that there are no
failures, and the attrition rate is much lower.
The conclusion is that no single approach Is suitable
for all teachers. A teacher has to be on his own to find
the approach which is most compatible with his students.
25* klee, John. "Effective Practices in Secondary Porelgn Language
Teaching," Modern Language Journal. XLV, No. 4 (l96l),
207-210.
The effective teaching practices recently observed in
the United States and abroad are presented: l) The entire
class must be encouraged constantly to participate
individually and in chorus. 2) All reading should be
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discussed in the foreign language. 3) All "conversational
questions" appearing in the textbook should be answered
in writing by the students. 4) Board work can be done
by each member of the class by a rotation system. 3)
Occasionally questions based on the text can be brought
to class by each student. 6) Presh and invigorating
material can be introduced to the class occasionally.
7) Students in eidvanced classes can be encouraged to
write and to present original short skits in the foreign
language. 8) All students should be called on to "converse”
before the class on a prepared topic. 9) IThe tape recorder
can be used effectively in the classroom. 10) In the
advanced classes» for variety, a "lead-line" can be
given to the group. 11) After each lesson or unit, an
orAl as well as a written test should be given. 12)
Examination should be given covering all areas studied
during a quarter. l3) Ihe lab tapes can be used for
reviewing aural comprehension^ simulated dictation,
question and answer, and translation and composition
areas. 14) During the second semester, oral exams should
be given to all classes. 13) Records prepared by commer¬
cial laboratories, and containing diversified readings
in the foreign language, should be played as the class
reads the script silently. 16) Movies in the foreign
language should be utilized when the script is available
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to the teacher* 17) Book reports, both oral and written.
In the foreign language can he assigned to the second,
third and fourth year students. 18) Letter»exchange
programs can be set up by the teacher who can make
contact with secondary schools abroad In the country
of his choice. 19) forelgn-language clubs should be set
up. 20) Newspapers and magazines from the foreign country
studied should be made ayallable to the students for
general reading, browsing, and assigned reports. 21) In
some areas of the U.S. foreign-language programs are
broadcast diurlng school hours.
26. Malecot, Andre. "Oral Grammar Tapes: Theory and Design,"
The French Review. XXXiil (April I960), 491-495.
t
The author considers that PL learning should proceed
from practice to theory and start with the spoken
language as well., But the current method, is just in
the opposite direction, that Is, from theory to practice
and positing writing as the basis of all other PL skills.
The author also thinks that the greatest harm of the
grammar method is the time intervening between the
point at which a written assignment is completed and the
following class where the student finally finds out which
ones of his sentences are right or wrong.
As for homework. It has always remained a problem.
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Instead of written assignment, the object of homework Is
to teach or to reinforce basic oral patterns. Records
can make the student's ro^e imore actlye by using a
question-answer technique.
The author suggests a remedy for the deficiencies In
"patterned response" tapes advanced by B. P. Skinner.
All of this work Is aural-oral. He also presents the
outline and example as a general guide for designing
laboratory exercises for three or four semesters on the
college level.
27. Mathleu, Gustave. "On the Anatomy of Ilstenlng-Comprehenslon,"
The French Review. XXXV (October 1961), 50-53.
According to the author, listening-comprehension
practice should be a part of work In a laboratory period.
He presents the exercise of his anatomy of listening-
comprehension. Step 1: Present material at natural
rate of speech and make It as life-like as possible.
Step 2: Present the material for a second time. Step 3:
Ask questions on the content with pauses. After each
question give the correct answer Immediately. Step 4:
Repeat the material for a third time.
As for formulating the questions. It should be
designed to lead the student gradually to comprehend
what he has heard without translating. It Is forbidden
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to ask questions that tax the student's ability to
remember details. Instead, the teacher should use
a) logical or Illogical opposites, b) reference to
the known, c) multiple choice, d) other subtle
techniques, such as circximlocutlons, synonyms,
antonyms, contextual clues.
28. Mitchell, Jane Tucker. "A New look at Errors in the language
Olassroom." The French Review. Ill, No. 1 (October 1978),
13-18.
Which kind of correction leads to better and more
frequent communication in the language classroom? Many
of the errors found in second-language communication
are attributable to causes other than interference from
the mother tongue. The applied linguists have discovered
that interference comes from language transfer, transfer-
of-training, strategies of second-language learning,
strategies of second-language communication, and over
generalization. These five processes form the basis
of many of the second-language learner's errors. Several
tenets derived from error analysis studies are provided
to the teachers.
29. Moskowitz, Gertrude. "The Fearsome Foreign language Hour,"
The French Review, XXXYIII, No. 6 (May 1965), 781-786.
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The author finds the problem of learning foreign
languages among college-lerel students. Their lerel of
maturity causes them to fear learning a foreign language.
Therefore, after he illustrates rarious causes for
built-in tension in the conrersational forsign-language
class, the author presents some suggested approaches to
enhance the situation and relieve the anxiety; let the
class know that the teacher expects mistakes to be made;
when errors are made, the.teacher should handle them
appropriately and correct them using humor; do not maXk
spontaneous or prepared oral work in front of the students;
notice the reaction of the students to find out if they
understand the conversation; speak in simple words and
repeat frequently whenever the students cannot follow
what the teacher says; do not forget to use praise skill¬
fully.
30. O'Meara, Maurice A. "Minimal Performance Requirements: a
Procedural Solution to an Old Problem," The French
Review. 11711, No. 1 (October 1973), 66-68.
There are at least four procedures to advance
language students from one level to the next: l)
grading rigidly and allowing only the better students
to continue, 2) allowing most of the students to pass
except those who are hopeless, 3) permitting each one
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to progress at his ova speed, 4) minimal performance
requirements. The fourth one is particularly recom¬
mended which is based on the establishment of a
hierarchy of linguistic elements used to define it.
Since certain linguistic elements are more important
than others, the instructor can proceed to require the
acquisition of these minimal essentials as guidelines
for passing a student from one level to the next. Five
steps are taken in order to ensure the proper functioning
of this procedure: 1) The .principle of the program must
be universally agreed upon. 2) All indispensable items
■ • 4, ' • • . • J
need to be defined an^ revisions shodld be made. 3)
The resulting guidelines should be promulgated. 4)
Proper emphasis must be given in class to the indispen¬
sable items. 3) !I?he testing in the course should reflect
the emphasis. These indispensable items should be
tested separately in preliminary, qualifying examinations.
31. Pimsleur, Paul. "Pattern Drills in French," The French Review.
Xmil (May 1960), 568-576.
In this article, the author emphasizes the Importance
of pattern drill in techniques of teaching and of prac¬
ticing the foreign language. He mentions some of the
virtues of pattern drill: it helps the student toward
oral mastery of grammar by linking the sounds of words.
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rather than their written appearance, to their gram¬
matical function; it is effective in terms of the
economy of time; although pattern drills have often
been identified with the language laboratory, the living
teacher can direct a pattern drill better than a machine;
it has been used effectively with all age groups.
The author identifies some of the characteristics
in a pattern drill:
1. Single emphasis: Pattern drill concentrates on one
specific point until it is thoroughly learned .
2. Immediate reinforcement: The importance of the
pattern drill principle is that correction should
be immediate •
3. Gradation of material: Since a pattern drill is not
a testing device but a teaching device, it should
be started with sentences easy enough for all the
students to do them successfully^.
4. length: According to the author, a length of fifteen
or twenty sentences may be a good compromise for
avoiding boredom •
3. Use of English: The author does not think that the
native language is to be avoided at all costs^
6. When and where to use pattern drills: Since the
pattern drill is an exercise device, it is performed
after the class has been introduced to a point of
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grammar by tbe teacher.
7. Remedial function: Pattern drills can be put on
tape and made ayallable to students outside of
class hours.
32. Salter, M. V. "The Place of Foreign language In the Whole
Curriculum of the School: What We Should Teach,” Modern
Languages. LVI, No. 1 (1975), 21-31.
Coals need to be both challenging and attainable
for students with different capacities for language
learning. The needs of abler students are outlined.
In listening comprehension, they should be able to
understand a natlre speaker using familiar material
and get the gist of spoken language with some unfamiliar
elements. Rapid silent reading which has so far been
neglected could be the most useful of the reading
skills to master. Per oral skills, students should
learn to ask as well as to answer questions. For
written work, a knowledge of grammar will be productlye.
Slow learners, on the other hand, need a different
approach. Their productive use of language Is limited;
the gap between the receptive and productive skills Is
much greater. Listening should be their main skill:
a kind of ”blllngual” oral communication, where each
speaker uses his native language. Is a more realistic
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goal. Oral objectivea should include language for
ererday situations. Reading can be undertaken as an
indiyidual activity if appropriate, but "survival"




33. Shattuck, Roger. "Thia Role of Literature in foreign
Language Instruction," The french Review. XXXI
(April 1958), 420-426.
How can a foreign-language teacher instruct
effectively? The foreign Language Program presents
three points: 1) foreign languages have become an
important part of the American way of life; 2) the
instruction should be carried on in the elementary
and secondary grades; 3) new teaching methods and
technical aids are needed. The author gives objective
discussions about the above three points.
In college the students learn a second language
as a practical tool, a source of knowledge about
cultural patterns, and a medliuD for literary appreciation
and expression. The oral drill should never stop, but
after the first six weeks it must no longer be the
purpose of the course. Instead, the literary works
should be the central material. This literature course
can incorporate certain pedagogical devices: using
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"explication de texte"» and yerslons In simplified
English translation.
In the first year, the students should concentrate
on IntensiTe language instruction. However, in the second
year, a course in literature should he taught entirely
in that language.
34. Valdman, Albert. "From Structural Analysis to Pattern Drill,"
The French Review. XIXIV (December i960), 170-181.
The "Kew Key" approach to foreign-language teaching
is the en^hasis on language structure and the presen¬
tation of grammar in the form of pattern drills whose
function is to Induce the subconscious assimilation of
the rule.
According to the author, accurate structural analysis
is the foundation of effective drill. He demonstrates
the utility of structural linguistics to the fundamental
activity of the foreign-language classroom, pattern drill
by selecting a specific grammatical problem, the variation
in form of the French possessive adjectives.
First of all, the teacher himself should analyze
the problem, find out the differences between English
and French possessive adjectives. The forms of French
possessive adjectives are classified and shown in a Table.
After the teacher himself understands the nature of
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the pattern he is presenting, he may proceed to the
preparation of suitable drill material. The repetition
of short utterances illustrating the variation in form
is the most effective way. Avoiding the tediousness,
the teacher should shift to a simple substitution drill,
then multiple substitution drill.
When the student can do these drills with confidence
and accuracy, the teacher presents an analysis of the
structural facts involved. Analysis serves to reinforce
acquired audio^lingual control. The last phase is prac¬
tice drills which should be introduced only when the
student manipulates the pattern with a fair degree of
proficiency. The practice drill par excellence is the
correlation drill which involves a complex type called
substitution-correlation drill. Besides, patterned
response drills which involve direct and Indirect
questions are also Included.
35. Valdman, Albert. "On the Specification of Performance
Objectives in Individualized Porelgn language Instruo-
tion," Modern Language Journal. LIX, No. 7 (l975),
353-360.
Foreign-language teachlng':prograffls that featured
programmed instruction wrongly assume that a direct
relationship exists between the learner's attainment
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of proficiency in preparatory actirities and his ability
to communicate. Performance objectives are motivated in
order to verify the acquisition of proficiency at various
stages. This results in the unfortunate neglect of
higher aims of language learning. Misconceptions which
limit the usefulness of performance objectives are:
1) a confusion between competence and performance, 2)
inadequate identification of linguistic elements, and
3) the erroneous assumption that linguistic elements
correspond to learning steps.
Performance objectives have contributed little to
the individualizing of foreign-language instruction or
its improvement in general. They share the most short¬
comings of programmed Instruction and they reflect
traditional practibes in the selection and ordering of
subject-matter content of language courses. Any sig¬
nificant individualizing of Instruction requires profound
changes in teachers' attitudes toward the role of grammar
in the preparation of materials and to the organization
of classroom activities.
Suggestions
36. Bishop, Lloyd. "Toward an Eclectic Methodology: A Three-
Phase Classroom Hour," The French Review, XIY, No. 2
(December 1971)» 333-336
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According to the author in this article, it is had
for French-language teaching that methodologies are
mutually exclusive rather than complementary. The
author presents his realistic approach of a three-
phase classroom hour oh the secondary level based on
a common-sense commitment to an eclectic methodology:
supervised study with brief homework assignment is the
first phase; the lecture that the teacher offers in
English points of grammar, phonetics, culture, anything
important but not being easily handled in the foreign
language is the second phase; audio-lingual and con¬
versational practice constitute the third phase.
37* Brown, T. Grant. "Cognitive Pruning in Foreign-langu^e
Teaching," Modern Language Joiarnal. LYI, No. 4 (1972),
222-227.
According to the previous discussion of cognitive
pruning presented by H. Douglas Brown, there is a
hierarchy of cognitive structure at the deepest level
of which is the most meaningful learning and at the
most superficial level, purely rote learning, which
lends itself to the most rapid forgetting. A dis¬
cussion is presented on the development of Chomskysua
transformational grammar, including the arguments extending
to semantically based grammars, in which a distinction
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Is made between messages-semantlc categories and cognitlre
structure, and codes—syntactic, morphological and
phonological rules. Reference to meaning enables the
learner to assign phonetic or morphological facts to
the appropriate structure. Both audlo-llngual courses
and cognltlve^code courses practise the form of the code
rather than the formation of message types.
Some tentative changes In procedures for teaching
foreign languages are suggested: l) text materials need
to be designed to facilitate pruning by the code to
basic semantic categories; 2) techniques of a controlled
adaptive nature can be used to enable students to encode
their knowledge; 3) In languages which have complex
Inflectional systmms, the morphological detail should
be Introduced In order to permit more time to be spent
on activities more related to communication.
38. Glduz, Hugo. "Teaching Hodern Foreign Languages," Modern
Language Journal. XXIVI, No, 2 (1952), 65-67.
A good foreign-language teacher must meet certain
requirements for success In that field: l) a good
knowledge of the language to be taught—having a
thorou^ knowledge of the fundamentals of grammar;
2) ability to pronounce comprehensively the lamguage
being taught; 3) a good knowledge of the literature
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of the language heiag taught; 4) a good command of the
oral language. Besides these basic requisites, he must
hare endless patience, a sense of fairness, boundless
energy, good nature, a keen sense of humor, punctuality
in everything, and good health.
Then, he must know what to do with that knowledge,
how to impart it most effectively and efficiently to
his students. The suggestions are to begin at once in
the foreign language, to develop accuracy on the part
of the students, to put emphasis on learning the fun¬
damentals of grammar first.
39. Gros, Nicole, and Bortine, Henri. "Be concept de situation
dans I'enseignement du fran^ais," Fran^als dans le monde.
124 (1976), 6-12.
For each speech act the context and situation is
different. A learner lacks the innumerable experiences
of a native speaker which clarify the relationship
between situation and meaning. A method is suggested
for analysing the concept of the situation of an
utterance, starting with pertinent traits, to arrive
at situational invariants. The author discusses the
ways of applying these invariants to the planning of
direct-method lessons as early as Niveau I. It helps
students to acquire a feeling for the appropriate use
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of lexical Items. Examples using meme/aussi. devoir
faire/^tre oblige de faire are presented,
40. Harris, Julian. "Using the FL in the Classroom: Twenty
■Questions," The French Review. XXXIV (April 1961),
461-469.
In this article, the author presents twenty questions
about using FL in the classroom, and gives readers a
clear and definite answer for each. In short, FL and
its grammar can be used any time at all levels by hearing
and comprehending, speaking, reading, and writing. One
can teach the students who have not learned the grammar
and vocabulary yet a simple dialogue in the FL by
explaining in English first. It is unnecessary to
forbid grown-up students to hear English in the Class.
Since it is hard to prevent the students from seeing
the FL during the first learning period, the author
suggests five ways to confront this situation. In his
view, the students can begin to read the FL cifter about
four weeks of practice in hearing and speaking. However,
they should learn to write from the beginning of the
first year. The author also agrees that one can give
practice in the four skills even in teaching literary
works.
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41. Hartwig, Robert J. "Teaching French Vocabulary," The French
Review, XLYII, No. 4 (March 1974), 720-726.
In this article, the author emphasize# the impor¬
tance of teaching French vocabulary, teaching it effec¬
tively. According to the author, each chapter introduces
a certain number of new words and reviews as many known
words as possible so that the student never manipulates
a pattern without knowing what he is saying. It is more
profitable to teach words that can be combined one with
another than in groups with similar grammatical properties.
D. Gurney's dictionary, A French Word List, is re¬
commended. Besides, words will be learned faster and
retained longer if they are directly associated with
images or real things. The "total physical response
approach" is a highly effective method which consists
of performing various tasks or actions with French as
the language of communication.
42. Hildreth, Gertrude, "learning a Foreign Language," The
French Review. XXXI (February 1958), 307-316.
The children's language learning is done in an
improvised behavioral setting. Meanwhile, they learn
fast and forget fast as well. On the contrary, the
adults' mother tongue is already well-established,
it is difficult for them to think in the new language
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without first thinking in their mother tongue. This is
the difference of foreign-language learning between
children and adults.
As for the sequences in Modern foreign Language
Learning, avoiding the usual school instruction which
tends to follow the pattern of the dead language, the
new method is adapted to suit different levels of maturity.
The beginning step is the spoken language; systematic
grammar study, reading, and writing will come as a later
step. However, reading and writing can not be put off
too long, otherwise the students will be disinclined to
do intensive study.
A supposed environment of conversation, songs, and
the vocabulary which suit the students' Interest are
highly recommended. Learning a list of separate items
is prohibited. Word, phrase, and idiom, from the most
common to the rarest items, are learned step by step.
The use of audio>vlsual aids helps learning. But
for best results, class work, text work, and recordings
should be coordinated. Meanwhile, the teacher should
help the students clrcimvent the plateau phenomenon.
There is no short cut in learning language except
repetition and practice.
43. Knop, Constance K. "Mnemonic Devices in Teaching french,"
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The French Review. XIV, No. 2 (December 1971), 337-342.
The mnemonic ^eylces in teaching Trench are presented
to enable students to recall facts or Information that
would be difficult to remember as separate Items. In
the language classroom, these devices can serve several
purposes: a good means of Imposing a pattern or an organ¬
ization on several grammar, cultural or vocabulary points;
a means of discussing or reinforcing Information or rules;
a means of adding humor to dull presentations; a cue for
students to self-correct.
There are ten Items that the author has used at the
junior high, senior high and university level. The forms
covered may be a poem, an acronym, a drawing or visuali¬
zation. However, mnemonic devices are no substitutes
for drill and practice in the language. It is better to
use them, after pattern practices and rule eliciting, to
describe^ clarify, and reinforce.
44. McArthur, James F., and Carr, John C. "'Que vous avez de
grandes orellles': Instant Foreign Language Through
Fairy Tales,” The French Review, XLVIII, No. 6 (May 1975),
1005-1008.
Fairy tales can provide rich, amusing, and Instant
success in listening comprehension, especially because
receiving concepts and ideas and struggling with language
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components are always the dual problem for learning a
foreign language. Palry tales are ideally suited for
sidestepping those problems. The nature of telling
fairy tales is to speak at a slower rate than usual
and to employ dramatic emphasis» all the while over-
pronounclng the words.
45. Nachtmann, P. W. “let the Student Have the last Word,"
The Prench Review. XLVII, No. 1 (October 1973)t 62-65.
Many teachers neglect one most simple source of
boredom in the classroom. Too many teachers talk too
much. Any interchange between teacher and student is
emphasized. The latter’s voice should be the last one
heard. The teacher should not repeat a student's
correct answer, otherwise, it will downgrade the
student's effort.
A good teacher is always a good listener. His
goal is to help the students pronounce and speak the
foreign language. The worst habit for a teacher is to
echo all student responses or finish the student's
sentence for him. There is no excuse for the teacher
to do so, because he surely can handle with skillful
techniques any kind of false situation the student
made. Some ways of resolution are suggested. The
author also aaggests the teacher to make a tape-
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recording of one of his class sessions from beginning
to end as a means of self-analjsls so that he may
determine whether he himself talhetoo much.
46. Sherrow, Renee. "Suggestions for Teaching Listening
Comprehension Skills," The French Review. XLIV, No. 4
(March 1971), 738-742.
The reasons whj the students jh aforeign-language
class cannot get good scores from listening-skill
tests are not only the speed of the teacher's speech,
but also psychological and pedagogical problems.
Therefore, the author suggests some concreteremedies
to do the teaching more effectlyely. first of all,
the teacher should help the students modify their
attitudes, rectify the situation if the listening
comprehension tape is too rapid^ not use minimal
sound difference drill, resist the temptation to
speak at an unnaturally slow pace or highly rapid
native speech. Exercises, dictations, and tests should
be devised to .develop listening-comprehension skill.
47. Wing, Clara S. "Teaching Secondary Students to Think in
Prenchs the Best Use of Dialogues," The french Review.
XXXVIII, No. 5 (April 1965), 666-673.
The author indicates that the students should be
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taught to think in the target language from the very
start. Since audio-lingual materials are to help
students perceive meaning directly, a dialogue is
a means of introducing new vocabulary auid structures.
In the author’s experiment, with students aged
from 12-16, he finds it successful for teaching them
to think in French. Accompanied with the explanation
of his teaching process, the author also presents an
example of the dialogue of the AIM series.
Reading
48. Ebacher, Joseph P. "A New Approach in Foreign Language Reading,”
Modern Language Journal. XL7, No. 4 (I96l), 165-170.
To avoid the student's time-loss in dictionary
consultation, it is necessary to devise a whole new
format for language reading texts. Vocabulary has to
be placed where it is most immediately accessible
to the student. The interlinear vocabulary contains
only those words for which the student would have to
consult the dictionary. Those words are given an inter¬
linear equivalent for the first five times, then they
are dropped from it. A plastic grill is placed over
the page being read and conceals the interlinear
vocabulary until such time as the student finds a need
for the English equivalent of a foreign word.
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An experimentation using the above mentioned format
is presented.
49. Henning, William A. "Toward Programmed Instruction in
Reading," The French Review. XLV, No. 3 (Pebruary 1972),
642-645.
Since World War XI, the area of reading in language
learning has been rather neglected. All the available
texts offer little in the way of innovation in pedagogical
technique. The teachers simply ask the students to
I-
learn to read, but hot to find a way to get themselves
inside and to guide ,the student, giving him enough help
to make his work effective. In fact, the main problem
for the student*tc learn is not simply'the vocabulary,
but the comprehension of the grammatical structure.
The solution to this problem is to develop a free
format of programmed instruction. First of all, the
sentence-by-sentence analysis of the text to identify
the difficulties would be crucial to the development of
such a prPgram. Whenever a difficulty occurs in the
text, a question relating to its interpretation would
be asked. The correct answer should be given immediately.
Some form of vocabulary help can also be included.
However, this kind of aid ml^t be offered for the
first three occurrences, then the amount given should be
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grcidually reduced to increase the student's self-
reliance. MoreoTer, as a check on orerall comprehension
there should he frequent questions to help prevent the
student from misunderstanding.
50. Phillips» June K. "Second Language Reading: Teaching decoding
Skills," Foreign Language Annals. Till, No. 3 (l973)»
227-232.
Owing to inadequate definitions of the reading task,
the teaching of reading has been neglected in foreign-
language methodology. Many language activities for
reading actually emphasize productive skills and fail
to develop the decoding aspect of the reading process.
The goal of the reader is to assign meaning to a printed
message, and a delineation ofthe strategies and skills
that enable him to solve that problem will clarify
the teaching role. An interview technique encourages
students to think aloud. Tasks identified as advancing
contextual guessing include categorizing words grammatic¬
ally, interpreting grammatical operations, and recog¬
nizing cognates and root words. There is a need for
reading materials which accord with the nature of the
receptive skill so that students receive practice in
decoding. Evaluation must stress comprehension rather
than manipulative language skills.
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51. Young, Eleanor C. "Vitalizing the Reading Skill," The
french Reriew. XIII, No. 4 (March 1969)f 578-581.
Learning and using a foreign language are heightened
by controlled reading. Specific suggestions are offered
for the controlled reading situation. Super's edition
of Les Miserables (L. C. Heath, 1903, 336 pages) is
used as the example. For the students of third-year
French level, aural-oral techniques and materials and
audio-visual materials are given integrally in a five-
or six-week grading unit. The various-type pattern
practices should be a tool for the teacher. The aural
comprehension passages from records or those transferred
to tape have to be treated in multiple uses. Certain
recordings are recommended by the author.
The controlled reading Includes reading aloud in
class, assigned pages of silent reading as homework,
and oral discussion of the text in class. Three tapes
of oral discussions are Introduced: l) questions con¬
cerning the content of the assigned pages, 2) debates
on various themes between individuals or between halves
of the class, and 3) presentations by panels. The
support of visual aids has to be emphasized too. A
final activity is to develop the writing skill. Four
written exercises are suggested: a page of quotations,
a page of antitheses, a resume, vocabulary arranged in
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phrases or in synonym lists.
Eyalnatlon
32. Belts, Patricia. "An Oral Performance Rating Sheet," The
French RcTlew. iXUJ (October I96l), 54-58.
Because the oral^aural approach in foreign-language
teaching Is emphasised, hy and by, both testing and
grading must be reylsed. She two most common types of
oral tests are Interrogation and spontaneous talk on
some topic. Howerer, neither of them can resolTe the
problem of analyzing the grade and of Indicating where
the student's future efforts i^ould be directed. Thus,
the author presents In this article his derlslng of
the rating sheet. He uses the numerical ratings of
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as the rating scale. "Sample size" Is
used to glre an approximate Idea of how much the student
speaks. There are fire parts In total. Part 1 Is
Individual sounds and Is divided Into vowels and
consonants. Part II Is over-all sound which Includes
three Items: Intonation, accentuation, and pace. Part III
Is accuracy of language which Includes word order, tense,
mood, forms of words, grammar, and Idioms. Part IT Is
range of expression which Includes vocabulary, number, of
patterns, and new uses of known patterns. Part T is
aural comprehension which Includes completeness and speed.
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Using this or a similar rating sheet, the Instructor
should tape the performances, or do well to know the
items thoroughly before the oral testing session. Even
thus, it is still difficult sometimes for the instruc*
tor to give an exactly objective comment and classifica¬
tion. However, the chief value of such an analyzed
evaluation of oral performance is not altered.
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
Agatetein, Michael. "A Tape Recorder Talks Back," The
French Review. XLII, No. 5 (April 1969), 728-734.
The tape recorder has become the backbone of all
the new methodologies. Most methods are accompanied
by prefabricated tapes. However, these commercial
tapes on the market have too many shortcomings which
conceal their advantages. Foreign-language teachers
are encouraged to make their own tapes. Some advice
is gj.veni l) Do not shout. 2) Do not declaim or recite.
3) Always remember to set digital counter at 0 at the
beginning of a tape and keep an accurate record of
footage. 4) The element of time is most important.
A five-minute minimum to a twenty-minute maximum
produces the best result. 3) Personalize the tapes as
much as possible. 6) Do not forget the element of humor.
7) Remember the importance of variety. 8) Use not only
your own voice, but that of several people. 9) Use a
wide variety of sources for your material.
Meanwhile, four categories of tapes are presentedi
l) aural comprehension tape, 2) audio-lingual tapes,
3) grammar drill tapes, and 4) special event tapes of
varying types and length.
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54* Borglum, George, and McPherson, J. J. "The Visual in Audio-
Visual Language Teaching," The French Review. XXXIII
(October 1959), 53-58.
At Wayne State University, the instructors use
a color motion-picture screen, accompanied by recorded
French sentences in the French class.
After the film, a still picttire from a slide pro¬
jector and a succession of color piclnires which recap¬
itulated the scenes from the film are shown to the
students to reinforce their impression. The key point
is that every language item should be a different
picture which possesses something different and culturally
significant. The authors tell us the reasons why this
stress on the visual in audio-visual aids should bring
about great language-learning achievement. Three
language-learning dimensions of audio-visual aids are
that pf literal meaning, of cultural significance, and
of psychological concern, i.<e<, the inescapable urge
of the viewer to Identify himself with what he sees.
Sound symbols, sense and emotional concern get associated
in a meaningful experience. The most natural way of
learning is based on rich visual experiences, for this
process helps get rid of the problem of a limited back¬
ground of experience. The still, color picture can
provide powerful visual concepts of a language environment;
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it serves the dual purpose of illustrating language
structures as well as showing how the people who speak
the language live and think, l,e« "language as hehavion".
Self-Identification, Large color-motion or „still
pictures make the student feel that he is also a par¬
ticipant in the event, not just in the classroom any more.
The Motion-Picture Slide Sequence. It is more
powerful and effective than the still picture to absorb
the studentb attention and interest in learning. It
can produce the active, automatic control of language.
Implications. Audio-visual media can change the
entire methodology of foreign-language learning.
Routine presentations and drills can be taken over by
the machine.
The above mentioned materials become the central
factor in a teaching system, or a self-teaching system.
It helps to reach the ideal of some teachers to handle
students more effectively. Meanwhile, it stimulates
higher motivation of the students to learn a foreign
language.
55. Borglum, George, and Mueller, Theodore. "Audio-Visual
Language Teaching," The Prench Review. XXXI (May 1958),
528-533.
Among the four language skills, oral skill seems
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to receive greater acceptance for teaching language
courses. The Modern language Association also recom¬
mends that in the beginning the teaching effort should
concentrate on understanding and speaking.
A number of successful experiments have shown that
reading and writing had better be postponed till the
ability of understanding and speaking has been estab¬
lished. The student does his homework in the language
laboratory, accompanied by the observance within the
individual lesson \mlt.
Today the electronic tape recording and transmission,
and the documentary color picture make language learning
get dramatic effectiveness. The follow-up is the most
easy and effective method in a languaige laboratory.
Although the techniques used in the language laboratory
are many, the common element is an increased amount of
planned and directed practice with the language. Ear¬
phones are the best tools for students’ concentration
on sound. Integrated audio-visual courses motivate
more work through pictures, that is, through situational
teaching in the laboratory.
56. Caros, John. "Teaching the Four language Skills with the
Overhead Projector," The French Review, XLIV, Ko. 3
(February 1971), 535-538
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The use of visual aids is suggested in teaching
foreign languages to avoid misunderstanding the spoken
word by foreign-language students. The overhead pro¬
jector is the most suitable means for this, since it
can be used in a fully-lighted classroom; moreover, it
can be designed as desired by the teacher himself.
The overhead is especially helpful in first-year foreign
language classes. Students can obtain a concrete image
and correlation of what they hear and what they say.
Translation is avoided.
In developing the speaking skill, the students are
required to repeat a dialog or narrative line by line,
then the teacher proceeds to point to various items on
each picture and asks relevant, questions.
In teaching the reading skill, the teacher selects
a passage, types it, and makes a diazochrome copjr.
Then, he uses a five-step approach to proceed: l)
letting the students hear the passage on tape; 2)
using an opaquing mask to expose one line at a time so
that students note the connection between the spoken
and the written word; 3) giving pauses by sentence
for a third reading so that students can repeat; 4)
eliminating the pauses for a fourth reading so that the
students must read at the same time with the model;
5) performing a fifth reading without the tape.
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In teaching the listening comprehension skill, the
teacher shows a yarlety of situations depicted on a
diazochrome, accompanied with yolce on tape. The
student circles a, b, c, or d whicheyer he thinks the
right answer on his answer sheet.
57. Ford, Jerome C. "Analysis of a Particular Audio-Visual
Method for Teaching French Vocabulary," The French
Review, XLV, No. 4 (March 1972), 842-845.
Instead of traditional means of lemorizlng vocabulary,
the author presents his approach to French-vocabulary
teaching based on ideas of the audio-visual revolution
of the 60*8. The equipment is: a slide projector,
overhead projector, screen and slides of France.
The slide projector shows the slide on the screen
while the overhead is focused on the blackboard beside
the slide image. The audio-visual method is used which
establishes a four-way association. Thus, the idea-
word association is reinforced. By using the principle
of experience—visual perception, of discovery and native
language experience, the students feel that learning is
an enjoyable experience. Meanwhile, this slide method
helps the students save much time, increase their reten¬
tion, and especially, not only learn vocabulary, but also
meet constantly French people, life, history and culture.
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58. Johnson, Laura B. "Films in Foreign Language Teaching,"
The French Review. XXIX (April 1956), 414-417.
A film can he one of the best possible tools for
learning a language. There are several chief advantages
of having the printed page become audible.
The author presents five procedures to achieve
those objectives through the film. However, the
additional drills need to be used. This teaching device
can provide effective results: l) the potency of the
auditory image in recalling new vocabulary, idiomatic
phrases and entire sentences; 2) the students can
compose numerous sentenji^es in idiomatic language and
use fairly correct French; 3) Bven the weakest students
will achieve better results in learning activity; 4)
the ease and speed to learn new words; 5) more speed
with which the students write their compositions and
greater freedom in expressing their thoughts.
Although the foreign-language film is used according
to the degree of the course, even the junior-class
students can learn a great deal from a film whose text
might be appropriate to the senior-class students.
The author, at the same time, suggests some films
that can be used for the students, such as "Une famille
bretonne" by Encyclopedia Britannica Films, "La famille
Martin" by the International Film Bureau, "Paris,
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Bretagne, Mont Saint Michel and le Haut de Gagnes"
hy Professor Borglum of Wayne University, Detroit,
Michigan, Audio-Visual Materials Consultation Bureau.
It is important that the teacher develop effective
techniques in the use of films to avoid the passive
performance of the students.
59. Mathleu, Gustave. "Using Commercial Recordings," The French
Review. XXXIV (Decemher i960), 182-185.
The author presents his own way of transforming ready¬
made commercial recordings into an effective and auto¬
matic language practice session in the laboratory.
Besides the directions of the procedure, the author
also gives us a sample of an actual tapescript which
is recorded by his "parceling technique."
60. Monod-Cassidy, Helene. "ThecNew Audio-Visual Student,"
Modern Language Journal. L, No, 1 (1966), 15-18.
In this article, the author discusses the problem
encountered by those students who are taught by the
"New Key" oral methods in high school. They cannot
deal with the work done in the university. They lack
the ability to manage language-learning problems;
matters of meaning and individual style, and wider
cultural aspects are foreign to them.
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The newer techniques do seem to have helped oral
proficiency. It is necessary, however, to go beyond
the stage of repetition and substitution practice to
a discriminating use of the spoken and reading language.
Oral communication in everyday dialogue is not enough.
Understanding of ideas is needed.
Language laboratories do not allow for social
factors in learning progress, and all the new tools are
very imperfect. Not only arc the eyes trained to under¬
stand what they see, but also the ears understand what
they hear. Language laboratory and television courses,
with their flat two-dimentional representational world,
are only effective when students are prepared psycholog¬
ically to like and understand the new techniques required
by the new tools.
61. Mueller, Theodore. "French by TV—the Teacher and the Machine,"
The French Review. XXXV (December 1961), 185-190.
Although learning a foreign language by television
seems to be a paradox# TV perhaps can Increase the effic¬
iency of the teacher and cope with the flood of students.
Besides; TV can better present the material to be learned,
make maximum use of visuals. Since TV has also great
dramatic potentials, the literary works can be illustrated
and brought to life by film. After the dramatization the
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actors repeat the story once more in simple Prench
leaving pauses for the students to repeat* This
technique offers an opportunity to introduce the students
to other voices and to native Prenchmen.
Some shortcomings do exist here. The TV teacher
cannot establish a personal relationship with the students;
nor can he force the student to respond, or answer his
questions; nor can he pause where an individual has
difficulty. However, TV can present to vthe student
auditory and visual stimuli to which he must r^fpond
orally. The auditory stimulus can be reinforced through
a good picture, a visual stimulus can be used to elllcit
an oral xesponse. The response can also be reinforced
by presenting the correct response either to the ear or
to the eye or to both.
The present TV program results in a grant from the
U.S. Office of Education, NEEA Title VI for about 100
half-hoiur audio tapes to be used in the language lab
as students'homework. Therefore, the TV program together
with the langus^e lab will make it possible to give more
personal attention to each individual student.
62. Otten, Anna. IRadio Plays in the Intermediate Prench Program,"
Teaching Language Through Literature, XIII, No. 1
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(DccemlDer 1973)» 23-29.
Radio plays are very effectlTe in teaching French
In Intermediate and advanced college classes, especially
when the students are of different backgrounds, motivation.
Interest, learning speed, and learning ability.
The classes meet five times per week during the
quarter, two meetings are at the regularly scheduled
hour, and a multiple scheduling for the other three
meetings Is In the language laboratory. It Is totally
up to students as to what they want to hear either tape
drills or the plays, and how long they want to concentrate
on one particular area. The plays are structurally
simple, produced by highly skilled directors under
excellent studio conditions with very good actors and
music. The students receive them with enthusiasm.
Some of’ the earlier plays are suitable for reading,
but poSt-War radio drama Is preferable for both reading
and listening. Some works from La nouvelle niece are
available, because the patterns of repetition and
association make all these plays challenge the students'
Imagination and are very conducive to stimulating
discussions.
Radio plays are used primarily on the Intermediate
level. The text Is Yolx et silences, an anthology of
radio plays. A six-step method Is used: l) The play
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Is read and new words and grammar are explained In
class. 2) Students listen to the taped pronunciation
drills and the play which pauses by word groups. 3)
Students listen to the play performance. 4) If the
play's action takes place in the Middle Ages, the
teacher uses an illustrated lecture to introduce its
background. 5) Students work with new ideas, words,
concepts. 6} Discuss the production. A detailed
analysis about Pinget's Interview (la nouvelle piece)
is given in order to understand the language, style,
and theme of the new-style plays.
63. Zola, Meguido, and Sandross, Joachim. "Song in Second-
Language Teaching: the Use of Imagery," Canadian
Modern language Review. XXXIII, No. 1 (l976), 73-85.
Since the relationship between song and speech is
a close one, the teacher can use simple songs in the
teaching of French as a secnnd language in traditional
€uad immersion programs at the elementary school level.
The use of song has been limited to transmitting elements
of culture rather than for reinforcing phonological,
structural and lexical elements of the target language;
teaching methods are usually too narrow in scope and
variety. Song is a potentially powerful language stimulus
and can best be used in combination with other stimuli-
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visual/tactile, rhythmic/tonal, movement/play.
These help the child's attention, experience and
Understanding. Suggestions are also made for using
drawing and playing simple instruments. Teaching
methods are also discussed, with examples of simple
folk-songs used in the teaching of French in traditional
and immersion programs at the elementary-school level.
LANGUAGE LABORATORY
Bourque> Jane M. "Tlme-SaTlng Techniques for Lah and
Classroom," The Ereneh Review. XXXVII.(April 1964),
568-574.
In order to make foreign language teaching more
effectlre, the author presents some techniques for
classroom and language Ikh designed to save time and
temper.
Jot the Classroom:
1. Homework Correction. With or without tape recorder
and a commercial recording of the lesson, the teacher
can check the students' homework by assigning students
to put the correct answers on the board, checking
the answer, walking around the room to check their
papers at the same time*
2. Cultural euid Vocabulary Enrichment. The teacher
should not present to a class a selection from
commercial tapes and records with which he himself
is not familiar. The author giyes a detailed ins¬
truction of this technique •
3. Testing. The main point is correcting and returning
the test papers speedily to prevent the losing of
student's motivation. Several suggestions for a
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lightened load are presented.
4. Grading. Use the calculating machine in grading.
For the Language Lah:
1. Making a Tape. How to make one's own tapes a
minimum of time is demonstrated.
2. Grading Ferformance in the Lah. The technique
by using a recorder at the console to make grading
in the lab more efficient is presented.
Aural Comprehension or Dictation. The author presents
the technique of proTiding aural practice and writing
practice, with self-correction by the student and a
minimum of outside preparation by the teacher.
4. Accessibility. The organization and aTadlability
of materials can sare much time.
65. Cole, Roger L. "Foreign Language in the Residence Hall,"
Modern Language Journal. XLIX, No. 6 (1965), 362-363.
The multiple audio distribution system (MAD) in
halls of residence at Western Michigan University is
described and its use and possible development by the
foreign-language department are presented. The depart¬
ment wants to decide how far MAD can function as a
language lab does, how it can be co-ordinated with
the lab and complement its work. Authentic material
for foreign-language programmes may be acquired in
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addition to the commercial tapes now used. Multiple
audio and video distribution are the ultimate aim.
66. Cutler, Maxine 6. “The Language Laboratory and the Teaching
of Literature in 1974," Teaching Language Through
Literature. XIII, No. 2 (April 1974), 17-24.
The Journal of Teaching Language Through Literature
insists on the intimate connection between the instru¬
ments of teaching and their function of making literature
available to the foreign-language student both in the
classroom and in the language laboratory. Literature
must be the major concern of a foreign language, whether
for the lower-level students or advanced laboratory,
in an educational institution.
The foreign-language laboratory program requires
the student to pronounce the lines of poetry, the
dialogue of plays, the sentences of prose. Listening
is the first step, then pronouncing the passage is the
second step. Finally, through a series of precise
questions, the student should know the relationship
between sound and sense in the literary passage.
Knowledge of language and style is the key to under¬
standing literature, and the laboratory can provide
these valid insights through its oral approach. Several
short texts by Rabelais are chosen as the subject of a
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language laboratory program to demonstrate to the
reader the processes of teaching.
“ ' i
67. Dahms, R. G., and Ciceran,A. J. "Effective Utilisation of
the Language Lah: Planning, Evaluation,. Procedures,"
Canadian Modern Language Review. XXXIII, No. 1 (l976),
32-38.
Laboratory materials are all too often acquired
uncritically by someone other than the teacher and
used without serious prior examination. The article
aims to encourage them to view the laboratory, and to
help teachers by offering alternatives, approaches and
techniques which should help them improve current
programs. Areas discussed are: assessing the equipment,
evaluating tapes, the problem of timing, the need for
planning, advantages and disadvantages of pre-recording,
pacing the program, the possibilities of tape exercises,
monitoring and evaluation, testing.
68. Pelt, William N. "Radio and the Poreign Language Laboratory,"
The Prench Review^ XXXIV (May 1961), 562-566.
The author Indicates that a student should have
training in concentrated listening as opposed to
passive listening. He uses recorded materials from
radio broadcasts in his laboratory session. He presents
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material to the students, then followed by the same text
with pauses which are not for practice in repetition,
l^ut for mental rest to facilitate comprehension. The
material is played repeatedly in the whole laboratory
period without any introduction or explanation of the
content. Various tests are given to the students as well.
The second-year college-level students are chosen
to do the experiment. It demonstrates that the
laboratory groups show considerable improvement. The
conclusion is that recordings of radio programs can
be used at the second-year college level.
69. Gourevitch, Doris-Jeanne. "Laboratory Techniques and
Teaching," The French Review. XXXIH (December 1959),
166-170.
How can the language lab be used to beet advantage?
It involves many questions which should be considered
carefully.
The author presents the answers to questions to
clarify certain points and brings other questions to
mind:
1. What can the lab do to supplement the teacher?
The lab can help the teacher to do the repetition
and drill which maintain the exact pronunciation
of repeating the same word or phrase. Meanwhile,
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the student can hear himself and compare his
pronunciation through recording.
2. To what extent can audio-visual materials he put to
good use in the teaching of a foreign language?
The teacher can use the films and slides to prepare
exercises, according to the age and interei^ of the
group he is teaching. The author gives us an example
of this method to prove that the audio-visual materials
can bring a richer comprehension of the culture than
the simple reading.
3. How can the machine accomplish very often what the
teacher cannot?
Since the machine shows no impatience, gives no
grades or comments, it helps the shy, self-conscious
student to talk freely into a microphone instead of
feeling nervous in the classroom.
4. To what extent should lab work be Integrated with
classroom work?
It depends on the purpose for which the lab is
being used.
3. At what level should lab work begin and when should
it stop?
The actual length of time the student uses the lab
depends on the facilities. But preference should
be given to the elementary classes-.
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6. What type exercise yields the greatest returns?
Fronunciation drills, exercises stressing grammar
8 tudled in class, dictation, comprehension
exercises all play a role. The author presents
us a plan of a lab lesson for the elementary group,
7. Who should prepare the programs and how should they
be prepared?
The ideal recorder should be a teacher, a French
native with a good speech pattern and with pedagogical
ability. The programs should be prepared with a
great deal of thought and careful organization.
8. What role does the classroom teacher play in the lab?
' The teacher should play little or no role in the lab.
9. Will the machine ever replace the teacher?
The machine will never replace the teacher.
70. Gravit, Francis W. “Some Techniques in laboratory Teaching,”
The French Review. XXX (October 1956), 149-154.
Despite the difficulties that produced a concrete
report of lab work, the author, instructing at Indiana
University, describes a teaching experiment. According
to him the language lab should present two kinds of
learning experiences: an audio experience and a visual
experience.
In order to avoid the shortcomings of the oral
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materials when purchased in commercial forms» the author
suggests making language materials that Is a review tape
for lah purposes only. There is no printed textbook in
front of the students when they are listening to the
tape. After the introduction exercise of the text, the
related questions are stated« and the comprehensive
exercise is followed. These concrete written exercises
based on hearing take three quarters of an hour. The
few minutes left in the lab are used for play back.
As for the visual experience, pne of the simplest
ways is by using colored slides, films. Since most of
these materials are also presented by commercial
feature, a cheaper alternative is a specially devised
kinescope in black and white. If films are used, they
should be revised to meet a given situation. The
author has experimented with this revision at Indiana
and got very good results. He suggests that the best
way to modify films is through the use of a magnetic
projector,
71, Harvey, Howard G, "A French language laboratory on Pour
levels," The French Review, XXIX (December 1955),
140-149 j
The French language lab at the University of Rochester
offers four levels of Instruction corresponding to the
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four years of college French.
The author, who organized this laboratory in I951f
gives 14 considerations of instruction on the first-
and second-year levels. As for the third- and fourth-
year levels of the laboratory, besides the above con¬
siderations, other kinds of materials need to be added.
On the first-year level, the text is Conversational
French for Beginners by Harris and leveque. The dialogues
are recorded to let the students practice. The author,
at the same time, gives his instructions to the assistant.
From the middle of the year, additional unrelated dia¬
logues are paralleled with the text. Frequent diction
practice and oral tests are needed.
The second level stresses l) travel dialogues and
2) materials correlated with the History of French
Civilization course. The material is based on that which
the author prepared for his two television series.
At the third level the author takes articles from
leading French magazines for laboratory use. Meanwhile,
there are instructions for the assistant. After two- or
three-week intervals, passages of prose or poetry are
introduced primarily for practice in diction.
At the fourth level the material includes Crammont's
Traite de la nrononciatlon fran^aise. poems by contem¬
porary poets, and the Fiece de resistance, a special
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study of the history of French democratic thought*
The plays are introduced by two methods: 1) the
whole play is read aloud and 2) one scene is studied
intensiyely with the aid of recordings. This part of
the practice is done as rehearsal for a performance.
The study of a play inrolves questionnaires and discussion.
Certain musical compositions cam also he studied.
72. Quinn, David J. ”The Lab Sheet: Making the Lab Teach,"
Foreign Language Annals. VIII, No. 2 (1975), 144-148.
The lack of quality and variety of commercial.Ltapes
is one of the primary reasons why students have increa¬
singly resisted lab practice. In order to offer students
more stimulating lab learning, teachers at the University
of Hawaii have developed the "lab sheet"—a procedure
which combines listening and writing skills in the
language lab. The procedure may be adapted for almost
any text and level of language learning. The lab sheet
is intended primarily as a culminating activity covering
the major structural concepts and vocabulary in a imit.
For those students who have already learned the material,
the lab sheet serves as relnfor&ement and revision; as
for those who have not yet mastered the material, it
acts as a learning device. Illustration by parts of a
lab sheet for teaching French is presented. With its
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introduction, lab attendance increased nearly 20 per
cent.
73. Roemmele, J. A. "The Visual Aspect of Siting Booths in a
language Laboratory," English Language Teaching. XXII,
No. 2 (1968), 142-147.
Since booths are unimaginatively sited and courses
are not centrally planned, visual aids have been ignored
in language-laboratory teaching. Live contact between
teacher and student should be maintained. The black¬
board should also be in the language laboratory. Examples
of its use are presented. The siting of booths is very
important. For instance , an open-ended inverted v-
formation combines easy accessibility for the supervisor,
economical and unobtrusive wirings, and good visibility
for the students and the teacher. Colored slides can
be used for object recognition, for drills, and for
comprehension exercises. Films cannot be manipulated
easily because the speed of the action has been pre¬
determined. Individual printed illustrations give more
freedom to experiment.
TEACHING GRAMMAE
74. Bastuji, Jacqueline. "Pourquoi des exerclces de grammaire?",
Langue fran^alse. XXXIII (1977)» 6-21.
The author discusses the teaching of French grammar
In French schools at the present time, Its purpose and
function, how It Is taught and how It Is related to
other aspects of teaching French. She tries to show
the reader how useful grammar exercises really are.
Different types of exercises are described and classified,
and the Influence of modern linguistic thought on the
teaching of grammar is analysed. Options open to the
teacher are examined. Some of these InTolre more than
purely linguistic elements but haye social, cultural,
and eren political implications. The basic principles
of teaching grammar are suggested and pitfalls are also
indicated. Grammar exercises should be integrated into
other French language work, and grammar for grammar's
sake should be rejected.
75. Boswell, Richard E. "Teaching the French Fast Tenses,"
The French Review, XIV, No. 1 (October 1971), 72-81.
Most of the available textbooks do not outline the
teaching of the French past tenses in enough detail.
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therefore, the author here devisee a step*'by-step
presentation of this grammatical subject, based
largely on an analysis of the pedagogical problems.
The points covered are the formations of the passe
compose and the imparfait. The author prepares this
exposition in consideration of the students of superior
ability, linguistic analysis, the psychology of language
learning through inductively taught grammar, and a
procedure organized on logical grounds. He breaks the
whole subject down into several phases so that it can
be taught effectively. The 22 steps are presented to
the reader in every detail.
76. Brend, Ruth M. "The Return of the Paradigm," Language
Learning, XVII, No. 1-2 (1967), 33-36.
In some language-teaching courses the grammatical
patterns are not presented overtly, and the vertical
organization of the paradigm is lost. It shows that
the Important aspect of the language structure is ignored,
and the analytical ability of the adult student is not
used. According to the author, overt paradigmatic
descriptions of patterns should be added to repetition
drills.
One current linguistic theory—Pike's tagmemics—
provides theoretical justification for the inclusion of
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the paradigm as part of the total description of
lan^age. "Item-and-paradigm" has been Ignored In
the preparation;of language-teaching materials.
A language has not been fully learned until one
not only knows the units of grammar, phonology and
lexicon, and the contexts in which they occur, but
also has learned the paradigmatic relationships between
those units.
77. Decker, Henry W. "Computer-Aided Instruction in French
Syntax," Modern Language Journal. IX, No. 5-6 (1976),
263-267.
The premise of the research project, described in
this article is to explore the possibilities of ccxoputer
programming for the teaching of grammar, particularly
to devise a technique for handling French syntax to
suggest applications not duplicated in classroom exer¬
cises, textbook assigments or laboratory tapes. A
program called SCAN can identify and classify student's
errors immediately. A program called SAP is, on the
other hand, unique to a computer. It allows the
student to put his own sentence into the computer:
feeding in a sentence, punching a number to call for
a particular grammatical operation, and then the
computer provides him the sentences such as negation.
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change of tense, or subject. Three instructional
stages can be expressed for any grammatical problem:
1) illustrating the operation, 2) drill, by making the
computer perform internally and store the result, then
compare student input with the stored result; and 3)
testing, by proceeding as in (2) with the addition of
an error counter.
78. Glatigny, Michael. "Remarques sur le subjonctif," Franyals
dans le monde. CXXII (1976), 17-25.
Spoken French and current written practice use the
subjunctive in two tenses. Teaching programs can
usefully distinguish these unavoidable forms from the
grammar books' four-tense system. According to G.
Guillaume, the realisation of a tense can be halted
in mid-process. An unrealised tense does not; indicate
the person of the verb (infinitive, participle). An
indicative (present, past, fut^^re) has gone through
the complete process of tense realisation. If the
process is arrested at an intermediate stage, a sub¬
junctive results. It is therefore necessary to identify
what factor in the context prevents the complete tense
realisation. A classification with detailed-explanation
examples is given.
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79. Johnson, Laura B. ’'Graphic Techniques for Teaching Verbs,”
The Prench Review. XXV (December 1951), 104-107.
The devices for distinguishing the two French verb
tenses, imparfait and passe simple, are presented by
the author;
On Introducing the Two Different Tenses. The teacher
might use Caesar's dictum "veni, vidi, vici” as the ex¬
planation. He should interpret the words imparfait and
passe simple.
The Verb List. After a given story has been read
and understood, isolate the verbs and write them on the
board in two lists; imparfait and passe simple; then
give the students various exercises.
The Translation. There is no problem in identifying
the meaning of the passe simple, however, the imparfait
can be translated in many different ways. The author
gives quite a few examples of these verbs forms.
She Device of Description. The teacher should give
a description of the imparfait and the passe simple, and
a similar exercise can be shown through the use of a
French film.
80. Meiden, Walter. "Teaching the Subjunctive," The French Review.
XXXIV (February 1961), 379-382.
In this article, the use of the French subjunctive
84
is discussed in detail. The author presents many ex¬
amples to explain Tarious types of French subjunctive,
partly common to English and french languages, partly
different. The main point to apply the French sub¬
junctive correctly is not only to understand the nature
of the mode, but also to understand what kind of specific
places in which the subjunctive is required.
81. Rossi, P. Carlo. "Teaching the French Present Indicative,"
The French Review. XLI, No. 5 (April 1968), 691-697.
In this article, the author breaks from the traditional
division of verbs into three regular conjugations and
from the traditional sequence of subjects, treats the
French Present Indicative in his own way. The infinitive
becomes a lexical item. The verb is taught according
to its real sound structure. The author begins con¬
jugation with the first person plural, so that there
is no problem of the addition to the singular stem,
and other troubles are reduced to a minimum as well.
By using the above mentioned way, the author gives a
clearer and more simplified table of the French verbal
system in the present indicative tense.
82. Tomme, John Carlin. "The Imperfect Teaching of the
Imperfect," The French Review. XIIV, No. 6 (May 1971),
1100-1105.
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Of all verb tenses in Prench, the imperfect seems
to be the most difficult to teach to beginners. How¬
ever, there are ways of simplifying the explanation of
it. The author presents quite a few examples and gives
four ways to avoid the dilemmas of tenses as well. Al¬
though one can never get all conditions down, one can
at least ease the situation, to its miidimun. One can
begin by giving the students exercises which clearly
require one tense over another. Besides, one can use
color to signal where the imperfect should be used,
or use visual diagram instead of dry explanation to get
one's points across.
PRONUNCIATION
83. Bashour, Dora S, "Teachiing French Pronunciation to
Beginners,” The French Review, XXXVIIII, No. 6
(1966), 910-918.
According to the survey of some twenty beginners'
French textbooks for American children, the approach
to pronunciation is more often corrective than pre¬
ventive, Dialogues for comprehension precede pro¬
nunciation practice. Suggestions are made for pre¬
dialogue preventive lessons to provide a firm foun¬
dation for the development of audio-lingual skills.
Ear-training is followed by articulation exercises,
conversation and pattern practice, all of those are
recorded for use in the language laboratory. Each
lesson only includes a few closely related sounds
and reinforce these habits in conversation. Lexical
and structural items which appear in the early lessons
of the regular course are taught during the process,
84. Calbris, Genevieve. "Presentation inductive du systeme
vocalique fran^aiis a partir d'erreurs faites par des
etrangers," Franpais dans le monde. CXXVIII (1977),
23-27
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The author presents a course for teachers of
modern languages with no previous training in phonetics.
A series of tapes exemplifying the types of errors made
by non-native speakers of Prench of different nationalit¬
ies and a set of questionnaires for the trainees to
complete are used as the teaching materials. The class
is divided into small groups of 10-15 people with a
group leader, preferably someone who has specialized
in phonetics. Accompanied by questionnaires, a
selection of tapescripts is Included. This cotirse
purports to sharpen the trainees' perception of Prench
sounds and to make them aware of how the system is
constructed and operated, so that they in turn can
help their own students.
85. Delattre, Pierre. "la frequence des liaisons facultatives
en fran^ais," The Prench Review. XXX (October 1956),
48-54.
In this article, the author points out five principal
factors for the frequency variations of facultative
liaison: style, syntax, prosody, descriptive phonetics,
and historical phonetics. Some teachers propose to
evaluate the frequency of liaison for the most part of
the word sequences into five groups, and give each of
them a detailed analysis: a) after the plural noun;
88
b) after the verb; c) after the invariahles; d) after
the numeral adjectives in the date; e) after certain
singular nouns.
In the last part, the author presents a resume of
the frequency variations of facultative liaisons.
86. John Blinn. "Phonics and French," The French Review. XXXVIII
(October 1964), 63-66.
The author advocates that foreign-language teachers
^ should teach phonics. Learning phonics can help the
- student overcome problems on his own when he is con¬
fronted with unfamiliar printed symbols. He presents
a few suggestions as to how phonics might be introduced
and continued.
Besides, the author also implies that phonics can
help in teaching spelling. Therefore, if possible, it
will be better to begin the study of phonics when reading
is introduced.
87. Meiden, Walter. "A Device for Teaching Pronunciation—the
Reading of the Day," Modern language Journal. XIVII,
No. 2 (1963), 65-69.
Some shortcomings of the way of teaching pronunciation
that has been taught by most of the language teachers
are presented for discussion. In order to improve this
kind of teaching method, the author suggests that the
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way of teaching initial foreign-language coureea has
to be different from teaching subsequent courses.
Both processes are described. According to the author,
a flve-to-ten-mlnute pronunciation drill period is
necessary each time in the class for both initial and
subsequent courses. Several considerations entering
into the teaching of new speech habits are also glTen.
CONVERSATION
88. Carney, Helen Kelso, "Beginning Erench witH Conversation,"
The French Review. XXXI (May 1958), 543-546,
The school where the author teaches offers Beginning
Conversational French as an elective eighth-grade subject.
The author uses pupil-teacher planning to shape the
course of study.
During the beginning classes, the author establishes
within the students a sense of achievement. Throughout
the year, he lets the students themselves plan subjects
and then he writes them related conversations. The
class, divided into groups, meets four times a week for
sixty-five minute period, and spends about two weeks on
each conversation. Petites conversations is their
reference book. They benefit from group learning.
The evaluation of the students' learning is a dictation,
adapted from the conversations. Audio-visual aids
give further vitality to the class. After a period of
learning, the students can create their own conversations.
This conversational language class can apply to any
individual.
89. Forsheit, Samuel. "Conversation Through Reading," The
French Review. XXVI (February 1953), 299-303.
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In order to solve the problem of insufficient
conversational work in the high-school i^ench class¬
room, an approach to teaching conversation through
reading is suggested. This may be done at any level.
A detailed "teaching reading" process is given. After
the completion of reading, the conversation, which is
based on something the students have read in the class,
begins. There are various ways to lead the class;
l) select some volunteers for a "round table" discussion
on the story, 2) organize a: "panel-of-experts" type
of discussion, 3) dramatize the story as another means
of having tht students speak French. Sometimes a story
may be broken up into several sections depending on its
length and done in several days without loss of Interest.
90. Klin, George. "Content and Methods in Conversation Courses,"
The French Review. XLIII, No. 4 (March 1970), 641-647.
The teaching of conversation faces the problems in
content and in pedagogical technique. The teaching
materials should coordinate with the class time. The
content has to be emphasized on expressions that can
be adapted to a variety of thoughts and situations.
It is very hard to find an exactly fitted translation
between two languages, especially when the root words
are often the same as those in the mother language.
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but with a radical difference In meaning.
An attempt to stimulate the student by presenting
controversial material which will presumably inspire him
to verbalize with greater freedom is rejected. Several
ways to allow the student some freedom of expression
occasionally to forestall boredom are suggested. The
work should be largely imitative and programmed, l*art
de la conversation by Yvone Lenard and Ralph Bester
(Harper and Row, New York, 1967) is recommended as a
textbook. The use of a play is also suggested. The
Marius trilogy by Marcel Pagnol is recommended.
In addition to content and methods, the qualification
of the teacher is also important. He must be aware
of the special difficulties confronting English-speaking
students, must have patience, a good sense of humor,
must be thoroughly self-effacing, A series of specialized
lexicons and related works are presented,
91. Santoni, Georges V. "Using Videotape in the Advanced
Conversation Class," Foreign Language Annals. VIII,
No. 3 (1975), 233-238.
Using the videotape recorder with an advanced con¬
versation class in French at the university level is
described. Students spend nine sessions working on
different activities related to aspects of life in a
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French village, using authentic materials: interviews,
slides and films, and then using their knowledge in
role-playing. Three such sessions are videotaped
under the students* control. The effort is highly
motivating, and emphasizes the need to use all faculties
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